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dispensers will be placed in convenient locations and that 
each truck after use will be replaced in the most cont 
venient dispenser. For the purpose of encouraging and 
compensating for such replacement the refunding of a 
coin smaller than the dispensing coin is contemplated. 
For example, the dispenser at 37 may require a twenty 
five cent coin and a dime may be refunded when the 
truck is returned. The following described mechanism 
illustrated in Figs. 8-15 of the drawing is provided 
for this purpose. 
The coin refunding mechanism is enclosed within a 

housing 56 on the higher end of the rail. The carriages 
34 of the trucks to be replaced on the track are moved 
upwardly through a mouth SS to the track (Fig. 9), and 
the following described mechanism is provided for re 
funding a coin and preventing release or return movement 
of each truck after its carriage has passed through the 
mouth to the rail. 
A atch 50 pivoted at 62 normally falls by gravity 

to the position shown in Fig. 9. Disposed within the 
housing 55 on the rail above the latch 60 is a coin re 
funding slide 64 mounted to slide through the bottom 
end of a magazine 65 adapted to hold a stack of coins 
66. A spring 63 attached to the slide normally holds it 
inwardly to the position of Figs. 8 and 9 permitted by 
a stop 75 in which position the lowermost coin of the 
stack drops into a hole in the slide. The two side margins 
of she slide are notched at 71 and two arms 72 pivoted 
at 73 are normally drawn inwardly by springs 74 to 
engage within the notches and thus lock the slide against 
movement. A key locked closure 75 is provided for 
fiiling the coin magazine. The latch 60 carries an up 
wardly directed lug 77 on its free end and when a car 
riage 34 is moved inwardiy to the position of Fig. 13 
the carriage raises the latch and projects the lug through 
a slot 78 in the slide 64, thereby further locking the slide 
against movement. 
A pair of spring arms 80 secured at 81 to the sides 

of the rail extend inwardly of the rail at 82 and from 
thence outwardly into connecting contact with the piv 
oted arms 72 at 83, the arms 72 and 80 being normally 
in the innermost position of Fig. 14. A second pair of 
spring arms 84 are attached to the tracks 22 at 85 and 
their forward ends are disposed outwardly and upwardly 
at 86 into a position overlapping the free ends of the 
arms 80 in a nanner normally preventing outward move 
ment of the arms 80. The upwardly disposed ends 86 
of the arms 34 are nested within a downwardly extending 
U-shaped portion 87 of the latch 5G as illustrated in Figs. 
12 and 13. When the carriage 34 moves inwardly to the 
position of Fig. 13 the casters 24 depress the arms 84 to a 
position releasing the arms 80 for outward movement. 
When the carriage 34 moves inwardly from Fig. 14 to 

Fig. 15 the casters 24 engage and move the arms 80 out 
wardly and simultaneously pivot the arms 72 outwardly to 
a position disengaging them from the notches 7A in the 
coin slide. A pair of spring operated latches 88 pivoted 
at 89 thereupon engage the arms 72 and hold them out 
wardly as illustrated in Fig. 10. When the carriage is 
moved further inwardly beyond the latch 60 this latch 
drops by gravity to a position behind the carriage and 
withdraws the lug 77 from the slot 78 in the coin slide 64. 
The slide can then be drawn outwardly to a position 
depositing the lowermost coin of the stack into the 
refund receptacle 90. Such outward movement of the 
slide contacts its lug 92 with and releases the latches 38 
which in turn release the arms 72. The arms 72 are 
thereupon drawn inwardly into contact with the coin slide. 
When the coin slide returns to its innermost position the 
arms 72 reengage within the notches 7 and again lock 
the slide against movement. 

It will be apparent that the latch 68, arms 30 and arms 
84 cooperate together and with the carriages 34 to pro 
vide an interlock permitting replacement of the carriages 
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4. 
on the track and preventing return movement after Such 
replacement. The ends 35 of the arms 34 normally pre 
vent outward movement of the arms 80 thus normally 
maintaining the coin side 64 in locked position by en 
gagement of the arms 72 in the notches 7i. The lug 77 
on the latch 60 also functions to prevent outward move 
ment of the coin slide 64 until the carriage has passed 
inwardly beyond the latch 60. Also the coin refunding 
movement of the slide 64 functions automatically to re 
Jease the latches 83 whereupon the arms 12 can engage 
within the notches 7; and lock the slide when it returns 
to its interfacsi position. Thus ail these elements co 
operate to the end of permitting the refunding of a single 
coin for each carriage returied to the track and further 
Thore prevents any tampering that would release further 
coins or permit return novernent of a carriage that has 
passed through the return mechanism to the track. 

While, as illustrated in the drawings, the invention is 
particularly adapted to the dispensing of hand trucks it 
will be understood that it is weii adapted to the dispensing 
of other Service units and the like as defined in the ac 
connpanying ciaims. 

Having thus disclosed my invention what I claim and 
desire ic secure by Letters Patent is: 

1. A dispenser for hand trucks and the like, compris 
ing a Substantially horizontal rail, a stand adapted to 
Support the rail in clevated position on and above a floor 
with free space therebeneath, a plurality of truck sup 
porting carriages including casters disposed to ride on and 
along the rail, ineans preventing lateral release of the 
carriages from the rail, coin controlled means at one end 
of the rail for dispensing said carriages therefrom one 
at a time, the other end of the rail being adapted to 
receive additional carriages, and means for preventing re 
lease of the carriages from said other end of the rail. 

2. The dispenser defined in ciaim 1 in which the rail 
is slightly inclined downwardly from said other end to the 
carriage dispensing end. 

3. The dispenser defined in claim 1 plus means at said 
Other end of the rail for refunding a coin upon the addi 
tion of a carriage to the rail. 

4. The dispenset defined in claim 1 in which said stand 
includes an inverted U-shaped housing disposed over and 
along the rail and having side walls depending toward the 
floor. 

5. The dispenser defined in claim 1 in which the rail 
is inverted U-shape in cross section and includes spaced 
tracks therealong at its bottom portion and each carriage 
includes supporting casters riding on the tracks and car 
rying a truck supporting element depending downwardly 
through the space between the tracks. 

6. A dispenser comprising a track for Supporting 
thereon a plurality of units in consecutive alignment, coia 
controlled means at one end of the track for dispensing 
the units, means at the other end of the track for permit 
ting the placement of units thereon, means for supporting 
a stack of coins, a slide for dispensing the bottom coin 
from the stack, a latch normally engaging the slide and 
preventing its coin refunding movement, means for re 
leasing the latch when a replacement unit is added to the 
track, further means preventing coin dispensing move 
ment of the slide until the replacement unit has passed to 
a predetermined position along the track, means for hold 
ing the latch in released position, and means carried by 
the slide for releasing the holding means when the slide 
is moved to coin dispensing position. 

7. A dispenser comprising a track for Supporting 
thereon a plurality of units in consecutive alignment, coin 
controlled means at one end of the track for dispensing 
the units, means for supporting a stack of coins at the 
other end of the track, a side for dispensing the bottom 
coin from the stack, a pair of arms respectively at oppo 
site sides of the slide, means normally moving and hold 
ing the arms inwardly to a position in interlocking en 
gagement with the slide, means disposed in the path of 
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movement of a unit on and along the track between the 2,174,712 Warner et al. ------------ Oct. 3, 1939 
arms for spreading the arms and releasing the slide, means 2,245,371 Van Tuyl -------------- June 10, 1941 
for holding the arms in spread relation, and further means 2,260,643 Rosan ----------------- Oct. 28, 1941. 
for preventing coin dispensing movement of the slide 2,311,449 Lilly ------------------- Feb. 16, 1943 
until the unit has passed to a predetermined position along 5 2,525,261 Henderson -------------- Oct. 10, 1950 
the track. 
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